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WHAT’S NEW ON IRENE PROJECT?

The project “IRENE – Increase the empowerment of adults and migrants with specific
learning disorders” uses virtual technologies and realities to help adults learn a foreign
language.
In these difficult COVID-19 times, the project partners keep up the good vibes and continue
working at full speed on designing and developing the linguistic content for the E-learning
multilingual interactive platform. IRENE learning materials are most suitable for adults
between 18 and 35 years old who experience learning difficulties and are therefore
discouraged from learning a foreign language. Nowadays Distance Learning has become
really important in supporting SLD adults who are more fragile and might feel even more
discouraged in the present situation.

IRENE ADVENTURE

Currently the partners are working on developing an interactive computer game, where you
take on the role of one of the characters travelling to a foreign country and have to navigate
both the linguistic and cultural paradigms of the country, as well as explore it’s historical
past and solve the ensuing mysteries! Can you find the wonders of the Dutch wetlands?
Avoid trouble in Turin? Recall your Greek mythology? Hunt for Harald in the Discovery of
Denmark? Take the challenge in Tralee? Overcome the Austrian obstacles and be Victorious
in Valencia?
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The main characters in IRENE Adventure are students going on a week Erasmus exchange
to different European cities. An Irish student goes to Turin, an Italian student goes to
Rotterdam, a Greek student goes to Vienna, a Dutch student goes to Valencia, an Austrian
student goes to Vejle, a Spanish student goes to Larisa and a Danish student goes to Tralee.
The students are welcomed at the train station of the city by their friends, visit different
places together, go to shops and buy things, have dinner at their host families, talk about
their lives, learn new things and have an exciting time together!
Follow us on the Facebook page of the project and see how IRENE Adventure is going further!
www.facebook.com/irenelearning

The IRENE project is running from September 1st 2018 till August 31st 2021.
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